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The highs and lows of property 
through a pandemic

For this years’ report, we interviewed some of our 
professional property partners to get their view on  
what has been an extraordinary year for us all. 

Guy Hollaway, Hollaway Studios

Q. What trends have you seen in the property market  
over the last year? How do these translate to Kent?
As people crave more space and fresh air, we are seeing a 
coastal renaissance. In East Kent, house prices are rising. 
For the apartments on our Hythe project at Foxwood 
for Sunningdale Homes, we designed garden terraces. 
In Margate, we completed Dreamland in 2015 – now we 
are designing five-star hotels. Folkestone is becoming 
a destination too with high quality residential builds, for 
example the Leas Pavilion which we hope to start late 2021 
for Gustavia. This shows confidence in the market. I can 
only see this continuing as people’s ability to monetise from 
home means they gain time back from their commute 
and invest in their communities. It is vital we keep our 
connections to London though. Over the pandemic, we 
have demonstrated how flexible and connected we are 
between Councils, professional advisers, engineers and 
contractors working for clients investing in Kent.

Q. What does environmental and social responsibility 
mean to your practice? 
Environmentally architecture should be designed to stand 
the test of time, to get better as it ages. This is about quality 
builds. For me, social responsibility is about community 
and about believing in our places and making them for us, 
about us and from us. Over the last year, we’ve increased 
connectivity in the supply chain working with Kent 
contractors. This is ultimately more time and cost efficient. 
We were reminded through lockdown of the value of our 
beautiful county. There is a new clarity about the spaces we 
want to inhabit and with a better work/life balance we can 
enjoy our surroundings.

Q. You’ve talked about hybrid working. Tell us more  
about the impact this is having on Kent property?
Employers are getting savvy to hybrid working. Rather than 
employees travelling to London, I think employers will start 
coming to them. Ashford is perfectly placed as it is well 
connected with potential for huge job creation. By linking 
academia and local skills, we can reverse brain drain from 
London to the counties. Hybrid working is leading us to 
invest more in where we live. We want to be able to walk  
to leisure activities, restaurants, art, culture and sport.  
Our towns are becoming more diverse and our placemaking 
needs to respond with more of an ‘everyman’ experience. 
For example, Canterbury is re-imagining its heritage by 
looking to create an open-air theatre in the castle grounds 
turning day trippers into weekenders. Kent is a connected 
county with high standards of living. People want to be here 
and visit. More people are waking up to this.

Q. You’re clearly optimistic about the future.  
What do you see happening in the years ahead?
Kent will go big. I don’t simply mean big projects but 
worthwhile ones. The years ahead are about investing in 
young people. It’s more than about creating good quality 
homes but creating arts and leisure. The F51 Skate Park in 
Folkestone is an excellent example. It is a gift to the town  
and is right in the centre, showing young people they matter. 
The Times rated it one of the ‘top 10 coolest buildings to 
gawp at in 2021’. You never know – Folkestone may become 
home to the next Olympic skateboarder.

Alex Hicken, DHA Planning

Q. Please share your views on the market. Where do  
you see the greatest challenges?
The property market has shown resilience. The greatest 
challenge is resourcing and a lack of sector skills. This is 
pertinent in local authorities. They have highly skilled staff 
but are beyond stretched. This can lead to planning delays 
that stifle supply. The pandemic has exacerbated this  
issue. DHA are attracting young talent by working with  
the University of Kent and Royal Town Planning Institute.  
We have taken on 8 graduates over the past year and I know 
local authorities including Canterbury and Medway are 
looking to “grow their own” via graduate programmes.

Q. Environmental responsibility is a hot topic.  
How is it changing developments?
Pressure is growing not only from Government but also 
buyers looking for energy efficient homes and landowners 
increasingly mindful of their environmental responsibilities. 
With the introduction of bio-diversity net gain, mitigation  
is playing a huge role in bringing development forward. 
There are deeper issues with ground nitrates and phosphates 
holding up thousands of units, particularly in East Kent. 
The industry is working hard to find solutions but it is still a 
significant short term issue. 

Q. Where do you see planning policy going in the  
next few years?
Voters in the Amersham by-election gave a clear indication 
they were not happy with HS2 and housing development. 
This sent shockwaves through Downing Street and we 
suspect last summer’s planning white paper will be amended 
accordingly. Environmental responsibility will continue 
to increase, especially with carbon neutrality targeted for 
2050. The sector needs the right skills to deliver sustainable 
development. 

Q. What positives have emerged for you over the year? 
We’ve enjoyed engaging with a more mixed community 
via our online consultations. Not only are younger people 
getting involved, people are also being more considered 
in their responses having direct access to documents and 
submitting written comments. 
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Glen Thomas, MHA MacIntrye Hudson

Q. What trends have you seen in the property market over 
the last year? 
The housing market is currently strong. Planning and 
funding is coming through in places like Medway, Ebbsfleet 
and the A2 corridor. The missing piece is the supporting 
infrastructure to make these places accessible. One 
noticeable thing for me was seeing a new pub opening in 
Ebbsfleet so something must be going right! Construction 
has bounced back after last Spring but there are continuing 
supply issues in both skills and materials. Given the 
uncertainty, it has been reassuring that the banks have not 
pulled the rug as they did in 2008. It feels like the property 
market has stayed robust.

Q. Which areas have you been advising on?
The VAT reverse charge in construction has been in place for 
the last few months. We are not entirely sure what knock-on 
effect this might have on cashflow and banking covenants 
for smaller contractors. So far we’ve heard nothing 
negative. MHA MacIntrye Hudson has also been advising on 
Government support schemes from furlough to business 
support loans and VAT collection deferrals. This has been a 
steep learning curve for us and our clients.

Q. Have there been any positives from the pandemic?
We have been reminded how much it counts to be a people 
business. Getting through the initial crisis, our clients turned 
to us for advice. It was hard work to quickly work out and 
interpret the new rules. I’d say we are enjoying closer 
relationships now which is a huge positive. The pandemic 
also put a new type of pressure on us all. There was no  
let-up which left some people struggling to find balance.  
This year, MHA MacIntyre Hudson is investing more in 
employee support schemes and has established a well-
being group. This is here to stay and I can only see that as  
a good thing.
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